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Are you feeling shocked, betrayed, devastated, and downright angry after discovering your husband is
addicted to pornography? Are you wondering: how could he do this to me or, why aren’t I enough for
him? Do you wonder if your marriage is over? Are you feeling lost and alone? Life and relationship
coach Sandy Brown has been there. Her own experience in surviving the betrayal of her husband’s porn
addiction has inspired her to focus her practice on helping other women to do the same. Through her
own recovery and her experience with clients, Sandy has developed a process of recovery to empower
women at a time when they feel all is lost. Porn Addict's Wife shows readers that they are not alone in
feeling shattered by their husband’s sexual addiction, and teaches them how and with whom they can
safely share their story. By providing resources for readers to get real help for both themselves and their
spouse, it provides guidance to healing and rebuilding a normal life.
Jason, like many people, is an addict. His addiction doesn't center on any drug or alcohol. He's a
pornography and masturbation addict, and the insidious nature of his addiction erodes his self-worth, his
relationships, and his career. Jason meets David at a twelve-step meeting, where David offers him a new
approach to treating pornography addiction. Through a series of meetings, David guides Jason as he
successfully overcomes his addiction, a process supported by glimpses into Jason's family and how his
relationships improve as pornography loses its hold on his life. Jason's story is fictional. The treatment
plan he follows is very real. Designed by author and pornography addiction treatment expert Brian
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Brandenburg, the strategies found in Power over Pornography are praised by those who, having taken
part in Brandenburg's program, now pursue lives free of pornographic viewing. Brandenburg's
innovative treatment plan comes at a crucial moment in the fight against pornography and masturbation
addiction. A generation of Internet-savvy children has grown up with access to pornography, quite
literally, at their keyboard-typing fingertips. The images and videos they view online are far more
graphic than their parents can imagine. Now the children of this generation have become young adults,
with many addicted to the instant gratification of pornography. Like Jason, most pornography and
masturbation addicts are male, but women are also afflicted. Maintaining normal, healthy relationships
becomes almost impossible while in the grip of pornography. Anxiety and guilt over your actions
worsen into clinical depression and self-loathing. Work productivity suffers, and an addict with on-thejob access to the Internet is always a few mouse clicks away from job termination and scandal. Jason
and others in his situation are discovering traditional twelve-step programs don't address key aspects of
pornography and masturbation addiction. Brandenburg's radical treatment takes a new, often
counterintuitive approach to overcoming pornography addiction. His advice sometimes contradicts
traditional strategies, but his system works. A comprehensive, easy-to-understand approach to
pornography addiction treatment, Power over Pornography appeals to all readers. You can overcome
your addiction. Let Brian Brandenburg and Jason be your guides.
"Dr. Patrick Carnes is a creative, pioneering, and courageous human being. His books are changing the
lives of thousands!" "I lost three marriages, all because of affairs." "I became suicidal because of
multiple intense involvements." "I spent money on sex when I needed it for children's clothes." "I lost
promotion opportunities and a special scholarship because my co-workers found out about my sex life."
Every day they face the possibility of destruction, risking their families, fiances, jobs, dignity, and
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health. They come from all walks of life: ministers, physicians, therapists, politicians, executives, bluecollar workers. Most were abused as children--sexually, physically or emotionally--and saw addictive
behavior in their early lives. Most grapple with other addictions as well, but their fiercest battle is with
the most astounding prevalent "secret" disorder in America: sexual addiction. Here is a ground-breaking
work by the nation's leading professional expert on sexual addiction, based on the candid testimony of
more than one thousand recovering sexual addicts in the first major scientific study of the disorder. This
essential volume includes not only the revealing findings of Dr. Carne's research with recovering addicts
but also advice from the addicts and co-addicts themselves as they work to overcome their compulsive
behavior. Positive, hopeful, and practical, Don't Call It Love is a landmark book that helps us better
understand all addictions, their causes, and the difficult path to recovery.
Power Over Pornography
Internet Pornography and the Emerging Science of Addiction
Unwanted
The Greatest Illusion on Earth
Erotic Intelligence
Cybersex Unplugged
A Step Toward Recovery
A Guide for Survivors of Sexual Abuse (Revised Edition)

Many situations we face require a particular predisposition and specific behavior. We
often can't behave properly, not only because of a lack of awareness, but also because
of limitations posed by our bodies. It is very interesting how much depends on the wellPage 3/28
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being and physical fitness of your body. Unfortunately, many people don't know much
about the processes that drive it. I will do my best to make sure that in this book you
learn about important issues related to your physical well-being and how to use them in
practice. Authorities on the subject: "Any failure to appreciate the impact of sexual
arousal on one's own behavior is likely to lead to inadequate measures to avoid such
situations" - Professor Dan Ariely "So strong and impelling is the desire for sexual
contact that men freely run the risk of life and reputation to indulge it. When harnessed,
and redirected along other lines, this motivating force maintains all of its attributes of
keenness of imagination, courage, etc., which may be used as powerful creative forces
in literature, art, or in any other profession or calling, including, of course, the
accumulation of riches." - Napoleon Hill "Willpower is what separates us from the
animals. It's the capacity to restrain our impulses, resist temptation - do what's right and
good for us in the long run, not what we want to do right now. It's central, in fact, to
civilization." - Professor Roy F. Baumeister "This book [Quit Porn and Get Rich] is
needed and should prove very interesting to a lot of men especially." - Mary Sharpe,
CEO of The Reward Foundation This is not yet another motivational book, which
bookstore shelves are lined with, providing nothing but a temporary boost to your mood.
This book describes the real impact of eroticism and pornography on your performance
in everyday life. It also explains how overcoming these habits can vastly increase the
chances of success in many areas. Your life without unnecessary eroticization can be
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active and focused. Do you know how successful people approach this problem? How
pornography can prevent them from achieving their goals? How they find motivation
and whether pornography can destroy it? In the book you will find: how using
pornography affects your self-esteem and confidence how using pornography affects
your motivation and self-control how using pornography affects your courage, approach
to negotiation, and risk handling how using pornography affects your relationships and
social intelligence how using pornography physically changes your brain and the
processes responsible for the features mentioned above and finally, how using
pornography limits your success. The book cites a number of scientific studies,
situations from business life, and the universal rules that govern the world of finance.
Although the book discusses the problem of pornography mainly in terms of the subject
of entrepreneurship and getting rich, the tips contained in it will be helpful in
professional life for every career path, and for all those who want to derive the greatest
possible joy and satisfaction from life. In addition, in the book you will find information
on how to definitively part ways with unnatural sexual stimulation, and how to use this
problem to your advantage. Your life can be rich in experience, rich in professional
successes, rich in kindness to others, rich in family happiness, and materially rich as
well. Or you can spend it in front of the computer, watching strangers copulating. This
book is based on 55 scientific studies.
Shelley Lubben was a porn star. Now she tells the hardcore truth. In Truth Behind the
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Fantasy of Porn, former porn actress Shelley Lubben rips the seductive mask off of
pornography and exposes the hardcore truth behind the "greatest illusion on earth". Her
spectacular journey from childhood sexual abuse to prostitution to the deadly
unglamorous realm of porn sets, Shelley is brutally honest about her past. But that's not
all. Having escaped the porn industry at 26, Shelley now shares her powerful story of
redemption offering a message of hope to the entire world. The first ever book exposing
the "secret" side of porn, Shelley wants you to know the hardcore truth. Pornography is
modern day slavery for thousands of women and the millions of porn addicts who can't
stop clicking. But you shall know the truth and the truth shall set you free!
Offers counsel on how to overcome porn addiction and pornography-related problems,
in a guide that explains the allure of pornography, documents its history, and profiles its
industry while making recommendations on rebuilding self-esteem and healing
relationships harmed by porn use. 25,000 first printing.
The problem of pornography addiction has never been worse. With easy access to the
most extreme pornographic material at the tip of our fingers, we are facing something
our parents never did. In the palm of our hand we can be exposed to images,
messages, and ideas that cripple our potential and distort our very nature. FORTIFY
was specifically designed to help young people facing an addiction to pornography
eventually reach long-lasting freedom. In this book you will find the tools, education,
and resources necessary to help you or someone you love overcome this addiction.
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The Politics of Producing Pleasure
Igniting Hot, Healthy Sex While in Recovery from Sex Addiction
Wired for Intimacy
Free Yourself from Sex Addiction, Porn Obsession, and Shame
Pornography and the End of Masculinity
The Porn Myth
The Time Trap

Pornography is powerful. Our contemporary culture as been pornified, and it
shapes our assumptions about identity, sexuality, the value of women and the
nature of relationships. Countless Christian men struggle with the addictive power
of porn. But common spiritual approaches of more prayer and accountability groups
are often of limited help. In this book neuroscientist and researcher William
Struthers explains how pornography affects the male brain and what we can do
about it. Because we are embodied beings, viewing pornography changes how the
brain works, how we form memories and make attachments. By better
understanding the biological realities of our sexual development, we can cultivate
healthier sexual perspectives and interpersonal relationships. Struthers exposes
false assumptions and casts a vision for a redeemed masculinity, showing how our
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sexual longings can actually propel us toward sanctification and holiness in our
bodies. With insights for both married and single men alike, this book offers hope
for freedom from pornography.
In his most personal and difficult book to date, Robert Jensen launched a powerful
critique of mainstream pornography that promises to reignite one of the fiercest
debates in contemporary feminism. At once alarming and thought-provoking, Gettin
Off asks tough but crucial questions about pornography, manhood, and paths
toward genuine social justice.
Describes women's most common fantasies, tells how to communicate them to a
partner, and explains how fantasies can enhance one's self-esteem
Breaking the silence, removing the shame In this highly acclaimed recovery guide,
renowned sex and relationship therapists Wendy and Larry Maltz shed new light on
the compelling nature and destructive power of today’s instantly available
pornography. Weaving together poignant real-life stories with innovative exercises,
checklists, and expert advice, this groundbreaking resource provides a
comprehensive program for understanding and healing porn addiction and other
serious consequences of porn use. The Porn Trap will help you to: Decide whether
it’s time to quit using porn Learn how to stop using porn and deal with cravings
Improve self-esteem and personal integrity Heal an intimate relationship harmed by
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porn use Develop a healthy sex life
Pornified
How Pornography Is Transforming Our Lives, Our Relationships, and Our Families
The Myth of Sex Addiction
Exposing the Reality Behind the Fantasy of Pornography
Quit Porn and Get Rich
A comprehensive guide for people who struggle with sex addiction and those who
want to help them
Passionate Hearts
Fortify
In Pornography Addiction: Breaking the Chains, clinical psychologist and addiction expert
Robert V. Dindinger clearly explains the processes whereby children, teens and adults become
addicted to pornography. By utilizing this workbook you will learn how individuals become
addicted to pornography, the biology of addiction and recovery, the consequences of regular
pornography viewing and the steps to overcoming pornography addiction and preventing future
relapses. This workbook is not only a valuable tool for the recovering addict, but as a resource for
clergy, parents, spouses, therapists, and other individuals who would like to provide support to
those who are struggling with pornography addiction.
"Strips porn of its culture-war claptrap . . . Pornified may stand as a Kinsey Report for our
time."—San Francisco Chronicle Porn in America is everywhere—not just in cybersex and Playboy
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but in popular video games, advice columns, and reality television shows, and on the bestseller
lists. Even more striking, as porn has become affordable, accessible, and anonymous, it has
become increasingly acceptable—and a big part of the personal lives of many men and women. In
this controversial and critically acclaimed book, Pamela Paul argues that as porn becomes more
pervasive, it is destroying our marriages and families as well as distorting our children's ideas of
sex and sexuality. Based on more than one hundred interviews and a nationally representative
poll, Pornified exposes how porn has infiltrated our lives, from the wife agonizing over the latenight hours her husband spends on porn Web sites to the parents stunned to learn their twelveyear-old son has seen a hardcore porn film. Pornified is an insightful, shocking, and important
investigation into the costs and consequences of pornography for our families and our culture.
For over a decade Rekindling Desire has helped to restore and restructure sexuality in thousands
of lives. This expanded edition continues the exploration of inhibited sexual desire and no-sex
relationships by respected therapist Barry McCarthy, who brings decades of knowledge and the
expertise that comes from having treated almost 3,000 couples for sexual problems. Contained
within are suggested strategies and exercises that help develop communication and sexual skills, as
well as interesting case studies that open the doors to couples’ sexual frustrations. The shame,
embarrassment, and hesitancy that individuals feel with themselves, and the resentment and
blame they can feel towards their sexual partners, are explored and put into context. Whether you
are married, cohabitating, or dating, or if you are 25, 45, or 75, reading this book will help renew
your sexual desire and put you on the path towards healthy, pleasure-oriented sexuality.
Which would surprise you more: that nearly nine out of ten young college men use porn or that
more than one in five 12-year-old girls do? Porn has broken out of seedy backrooms and into the
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mainstream largely thanks to the Internet, which allows millions to access an unlimited (and
mostly free) supply of porn and cybersex from the convenience of their own homes. And that's
what we do. Because porn is fun. Like...really, really fun! In fact, Internet porn is unnaturally fun,
providing far more stimulating variety than we would ever encounter in real life. These sights
trigger powerful neurological reactions, and over time consistent porn users undergo actual brain
changes similar to those seen in alcoholics and gambling addicts, eventually developing one or
more of many common and unpleasant symptoms such as: Porn-induced erectile dysfunction
(PIED) and reduced libido for real partners Difficulty reaching orgasm with a partner Cravings
for and emotional reliance on porn Escalation to extreme sexual preferences or fetishes as
tolerance increases and regular sex becomes boring Emotional numbness and difficulty forming
relationships Social anxiety, depression, apathy, and "brainfog" Sexual orientation obsessive
compulsive disorder This book is not a moral or religious attack on pornography. This book is a
scientific exploration of how Internet porn affects us, an examination of how it has influenced our
culture, and a guide for those who would like to quit the porn habit and heal themselves of porninduced symptoms. This is the story of people who have acted to retake control of their lives and
restore themselves to full sexual and emotional function. This is my story. This may be your story.
-Noah B.E. Church
How Porn Has Hijacked Our Sexuality
The Freedom Model for Addictions
The Poetry of Sexual Pleasure
Truth Behind the Fantasy of Porn
A Basic Guide to Healing from Sex, Porn, and Love Addiction
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Private Thoughts
The Ultimate Guide to Stop Porn Obsessing: Science of Pornography Addiction Revealed
Sex Addiction 101

Considered a classic in its field, this comprehensive guide will help
survivors of sexual abuse improve their relationships and discover the
joys of sexual intimacy. Wendy Maltz takes survivors step-by-step
through the recovery process using groundbreaking exercises and
techniques. Based on the author's clinical work, interviews, and
workshops, this guide is filled with first-person accounts of women and
men at every stage of sexual healing. This compassionate resource
helps survivors to: Identify the sexual effects of sexual abuse Eliminate
negative sexual behavior and resolve specific problems Gain control
over upsetting automatic reactions to touch and sex Develop a healthy
sexual self-concept
The Feminist Porn Book celebrates the power of desire, turning the
spotlight on an industry where feminism is thriving.
Focusing on twenty major obstacles to effective time management, a
guide to using time well offers practical solutions to the problem.
Describes the psychological damage done by incest, discusses
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treatment therapies, and tells how to help incest victims develop
normal adult attitudes towards sex
Escape the Treatment and Recovery Trap
By Avoiding Porn and Other Distractions
The Intimate World of Women's Sexual Fantasies
The Fighter's Guide to Overcoming Pornography Addiction
Cutting It Off
The Sexual Healing Journey
The Porn Trap
Pornland
The Porn Myth is a non-religious response to the commonly held belief
that pornography is a harmless or even beneficial pastime. Author Matt
Fradd draws on the experience of porn performers and users, and the
expertise of neurologists, sociologists, and psychologists to
demonstrate that pornography is destructive to individuals,
relationships, and society. He provides insightful arguments,
supported by the latest scientific research, to discredit the fanciful
claims used to defend and promote pornography. This book explains the
neurological reasons porn is addictive, helps individuals learn how to
be free of porn, and offers real help to the parents and the spouses
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of porn users. Because recent research on pornography's harmful
effects on the brain validates the experiences of countless porn
users, there is a growing wave of passionate individuals trying to
change the pro-porn cultural norm-by inspiring others to pursue real
love and to avoid its hollow counterfeit. Matt Fradd and this book are
part of that movement, which is aiding the many men and women who are
seeking a love untainted by warped perceptions of intimacy and
rejecting the influence of porn in their lives.
Porn addiction is real and it nearly ruined my life. I was a porn
addict for fifteen years, and I've now been sober for over three. I
want to offer you recovery, not just for weeks at a time, but quitting
for good. I'm sure you're tired of the bleary-eyed mornings and
constant loop of objectification in your head. The guilt, anxiety, and
hypocrisy. The uncomfortable ickiness of dealing with family the next
day. The lies, the hiding. You've tried other methods and it fails
every time; you've gone back to the familiar buffet of images. The
white-knuckle self-shaming isn't working. If you've given on up on
giving, here are specific steps to quit porn. This is written for you
or your friend who's in recovery. This is for both men and women. This
is for both church people and for those who don't care about faith. As
a pastor, this is also my journey as a Christian who quit the
hypocrisy. But regardless of religion, age, or gender, this is how you
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can permanently quit porn, and more importantly, find the life you've
always been missing towards bigger, greater, and better. This is how
you cut it off.
Pornography is menacing people, relationships, and society, and this
book has the research and stories to prove it. John D. Foubert, Ph.D.,
an interdisciplinary scholar who has studied sexual violence since
1993, shares the life stories of more than twenty people directly
affected by pornography. He also interviews scholars and explains how
pornography affects our brains. In examining the many ways pornography
is devouring the God-given sexual health of the Internet generation,
he highlights its connection to sexual violence and how it ruins
lives. He also focuses on who makes pornography and their motives,
recent trends in pornography, and how pornography is changing the way
people have sex. Perhaps most importantly, he explains what we can do
to confront pornography in our own lives, the lives of our loved ones,
and in society. Whether you are a teen, young adult, a parent, pastor,
scholar, or you are just curious about what pornography does to
people, your conscience will be shocked and your points of view deeply
challenged by what Foubert has uncovered about the reality of todays
pornography.
This new collection from the editor of Passionate Hearts: The Poetry
of Sexual Love and author of The Sexual Healing Journey includes 121
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poems by such poets as Rumi, Marge Piercy, Emily Dickinson, Nikki
Giovanni, Anne Sexton, Sharon Olds, Octavio Paz, and Elizabeth Barrett
Browning. Therapist and marriage counselor Wendy Maltz turns up the
heat while celebrating healthy sexuality in this collection of poems
that dispel the negative cultural message that what feels good must be
bad. Maltz's anthologies are designed to inspire couples toward a
deeper physical intimacy and to show that the sexual impulse can be
aroused by conveying personal experience through great writing.
In the Garden of Desire
The Essential Tools for Recovery
Porn Addiction Recovered
Intimate Kisses
Wack
Understanding and Treating Sex and Pornography Addiction
Porn Addict’s Wife
Don't Call It Love
The number of affordable, easy links to pleasurable sexual online content is on the rise.
Activity increases with the accessibility of technology. So, too, has sex addiction.
People struggling with sex, porn, and love addiction typically have little understanding
of this incredibly complicated disease. Sex Addiction 101 covers everything from what
sexual addiction is and how it can best be treated, to how it affects various subgroups
of the population such as women, gays, and teenagers. The book also provides sex
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addicts with strategies to protect themselves from the online sexual onslaught. Sex
Addiction 101 is intended to enlighten the clinical population as well as actual sex
addicts and their loved ones. Along with his mentor Patrick Carnes, Weiss has become
the face of and driving force behind understanding and treating sex addiction; this book
should be a core title in every addiction collection.
Porn Addiction Recovered is your one-stop source for obtaining tools based on
research that will allow you to better understand pornography addiction, how to recover
from the addiction, and how to maintain recovery. There is hope to become and stay
free. Topics include: What is Porn Addiction? The Consequences Cybersex The
Addiction Cycle Porn Addiction and the Brain Family Dynamics Breaking Free from
Porn Addiction with Evidence-Based Tools Healthy Sex Maintenance Relapse
Prevention And more... Porn Addiction Recovered is the ultimate guide to achieve the
quality of life you deserve and break the porn addiction cycle for good. This is a book
for those who have longed to break the porn addiction cycle as well as for those who
are in relationships with individuals struggling with porn addiction. This book is based
on evidence and is written by a health psychology professional. This book is not just
about breaking the porn addiction cycle. By learning to work through the causes and
utilize evidence-based tools, you will feel more centered, more confident, more joyous,
and cope better with emotions and life's stressors. There are endless possibilities when
you finally break free from porn addiction. Celebrate the joy of breaking free from porn
addiction and maintaining healthy intimacy with Porn Addiction Recovered. Tags: porn
addiction, porn addict, porn addiction treatment, porn addiction 101, porn addiction
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help, porn addiction recovery, pornography addiction, sex addiction, masturbation,
sexual compulsivities, spouse help for sex addicts, compulsive sexual behavior, spouse
help for porn addicts, porn addiction workbook, cybersex, cybersex addiction, how to
stop going to chat rooms, sex chat rooms, virtual sex addiction, sexual compulsion,
internet porn, pornography addiction recovery
“An extremely helpful and much needed resource….I highly recommend it.” —Harville
Hendrix, author of Getting the Love You Want Internationally recognized sex therapist,
educator, lecturer, and author of The Sexual Healing Journey, Wendy Maltz offers
proven strategies for healing from porn addiction. Boldly addressing a debilitating
problem that no one likes to talk about, The Porn Trap provides help and hope for
addicts and their partners. Barry McCarthy, Ph.D., author of Men’s Sexual Health, calls
this essential guide to overcoming the problems of pornography, “groundbreaking…the
best book on the market to help compulsive porn users and the people who love them
to confront and change this destructive pattern.”
Presents the history and questionable science underlying sexual addiction, suggesting
that men take responsibility for sexual choices rather than labeling sexual desire as a
force that must be resisted, feared, and treated.
Exploring the Power of Women’s Sexual Fantasies
The Breakthrough Formula for Overcoming Pornography Addiction
How Pornography Hijacks the Male Brain
Surviving Betrayal and Taking Back Your Life
Finding Sexual Health in an Electronic World
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The Essential Guide to Overcoming Problems Caused by Pornography
The Unspoken Rule of Successful People
The Feminist Porn Book

The internet has made access to sexually explicit content radically more
easy than ever before. This book is essential reading for those who are
troubled by their own relationship with pornography, and for those who want
to understand the world we now live in. Republished with extensive revisions
in December 2017.
Understanding and Treating Sex and Pornography Addiction demonstrates
why people’s lives are being destroyed by compulsive sexual behaviour and
what we can do to help them. The book examines the latest research into
these conditions and outlines the new integrative C.H.O.I.C.E. Recovery
Model, a practical, sex-positive model which incorporates CBT, ACT and
psychodynamic theories to help people enjoy lifetime recovery. This new
edition has been updated throughout, with new material covering
pornography addiction, ChemSex, internet offending and female sex and
love addiction. Written in a clear and informative manner, this book contains
support and advice for both the clinician and for those who suffer from sex
addiction, and provides tools for securing confident and rewarding recovery.
Understanding and Treating Sex and Pornography Addiction is essential
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reading for anyone looking to make an enduring recovery from these
conditions, as well as for clinicians new to the field and those wanting to
update their skills and knowledge.
Structured to parallel the course of a loving, intimate relationship, a
selection of poetry by such authors as Gary Soto, e. e. cummings, and Marge
Piercy traces and celebrates sexual intimacy and spiritual union. 20,000 first
printing. IP.
Anyone who has struggled with sex addiction knows that living with constant
sexual compulsions can be extremely difficult. But summoning the courage
to find help for this condition can be even more of a challenge. If addictions
to pornography, strip clubs, massage parlors, prostitutes, phone sex, or chat
rooms have made you feel trapped, this book can help you find a way to
break free. Written by a former sex addict who specializes in counseling
people who suffer from sexually compulsive behavior, Breaking the Cycle
presents a step-by-step plan to enjoying a life of productivity and purpose.
You can free yourself from the powerful, compulsive urges that may have
damaged your career, finances, or relationships with friends and family. The
exercises in this book will show you how to regain control of your life and
build meaningful intimate connections with others.
What Today’S Teens, Young Adults, Parents, and Pastors Need to Know
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A Guide to Understanding and Healing
The Poetry of Sexual Love
Breaking Porn Addiction and How to Quit for Good
How Pornography Harms
Treating Pornography Addiction
Incest and Sexuality
Pornography Addiction Breaking the Chains a Workbook of Esential Tools for
Recovery
This book carefully walks someone struggling with porngraphy through the steps to recovery. Dr.
Skinner discusses how pornography becomes a problem in the mind and how it becomes
addictive. Then he teaches the reader how to rewrite the patterns in the mind. It closes with the
key steps of recovery. Included in the book is a brief assessment tool "Assessing Pornography
Addiction."
Learn How to Take Conscious Control of Your Life! Do you find yourself distracted? Do you
catch yourself browsing mindlessly through Facebook and Instagram? Do you watch porn out of
boredom? Are you addicted to porn? If so, there's a simple solution: HOW TO THRIVE IN THE
21ST CENTURY. Imagine finding your life purpose Imagine finding your dream partner
Imagine removing porn from your life Havard Mela provides a blueprint for beating your
unwanted habits. He'll show you, step by step, how to regain control of your focus and ultimately
your life. You will learn the REASONS you are unable to regulate your porn use, along with
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actionable advice on how to quit. In HOW TO THRIVE IN THE 21ST CENTURY, you'll
discover: How is avoiding porn going to make you a more successful person? How are modernday luxuries like the Internet, TV and your cell phone affecting you? This guide is for you if: You
aspire to become successful and are curious about how to achieve your goals. You want to quit
porn but haven't been able to muster the required willpower. You are curious about how porn use
affects your life and outcomes. You are currently "lost" and lack a vision for your future. This
book is going to help you find your path and what you should use your time and energy on. Most
people aspire to ACHIEVE something deep down. For every porn video we watch our chance of
living our dreams is diminished. Our brain thinks we are balling out of control when we in fact
are blowing a load into a Kleenex. This affects willpower, discipline, motivation, courage, social
skills - basically every attribute required to accomplish something. If you squander hours looking
for the perfect scene, years can go by and you can find yourself being the same person 10 years
later, missing out on life. Nobody told me the dangers of this when I was young. I have written
this book to be the resource I wish I had when I was 15. I will show you how you can confidently
take control of your life. With all the stimulation we encounter regularly through social media,
the Internet, TV, commercials, porn, news and so on, we must regain control amidst the chaos.
You will be provided the roadmap needed on how to navigate a world with supernormal stimulus
and how to maximize your life in the 21st century. Grab your copy of HOW TO THRIVE IN
THE 21ST CENTURY today. Scroll to the top of the page and click the "BUY NOW" button!
Outreach magazine 2018 Resource of the Year—Counseling & Relationships! Unwanted: How
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Sexual Brokenness Reveals Our Way to Healing is a ground-breaking resource that explores the
“why” behind self-destructive sexual choices. The book is based on research from over 3,800
men and women seeking freedom from unwanted sexual behavior, be that the use of
pornography, an affair, or buying sex. Jay Stringer’s (M.Div, MA, LMHC) original research
found that unwanted sexual behavior can be both shaped by and predicted based on the parts of
our story—past and present—that remain unaddressed. When we pay attention to our unwanted
sexual desires and identify the unique reasons that trigger them, the path of healing is revealed.
Although many of us feel ashamed and unwanted after years of sexual brokenness, the book
invites the reader to see that behavior as the very location God can most powerfully work in their
lives. Counselors, pastors, and accountability partners of those who experience sexual shame will
also find in this book the deep spiritual and psychological guidance they need to effectively
minister to the sexually broken around them.
Professor Gail Dines has written about and researched the porn industry for over two decades.
She attends industry conferences, interviews producers and performers, and speaks to hundreds
of men and women each year about their experience with porn. Students and educators describe
her work as “life changing.” In Pornland—the culmination of her life’s work—Dines takes an
unflinching look at porn and its affect on our lives. Astonishingly, the average age of first
viewing porn is now 11.5 years for boys, and with the advent of the Internet, it’s no surprise that
young people are consuming more porn than ever. But, as Dines shows, today’s porn is strikingly
different from yesterday’s Playboy. As porn culture has become absorbed into pop culture, a new
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wave of entrepreneurs are creating porn that is even more hard-core, violent, sexist, and racist. To
differentiate their products in a glutted market, producers have created profitable niche
products—like teen sex, torture porn, and gonzo—in order to entice a generation of desensitized
users. Going from the backstreets to Wall Street, Dines traces the extensive money trail behind
this multibillion-dollar industry—one that reaps more profits than the film and music industries
combined. Like Big Tobacco—with its powerful lobbying groups and sophisticated business
practices—porn companies don’t simply sell products. Rather they influence legislators, partner
with mainstream media, and develop new technologies like streaming video for cell phones.
Proving that this assembly line of content is actually limiting our sexual freedom, Dines argues
that porn’s omnipresence has become a public health concern we can no longer ignore.
Your Brain on Porn
Breaking the Cycle
How to Thrive in the 21st Century
Recovery From Sexual Addiction
Getting Off
Addicted to Internet Porn
Rekindling Desire
How Sexual Brokenness Reveals Our Way to Healing

ENJOYABLE, EXCITING SEX IS POSSIBLE AFTER SEX ADDICTION In
the journey to sexual sobriety, many sex addicts find themselves
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wondering, 'How am I going to have a normal relationship?' or 'Will it
be possible to repair my marriage now that I've confessed my
destructive behavior?' and 'Will I ever have great sex again?' As a sex,
marriage, and family therapist, Alexandra Katehakis introduces a
successful program for sufferers and their loved ones that will help
them hone their erotic intelligence by making sense of the past,
creating healthy habits in the present, and looking toward a more
intimate relationship that nurtures honesty and closeness. With
Katehakis's help, sex addicts can get in touch with their healthy sexual
side—and embrace true intimacy and acceptance in themselves and in
their mates. - Features true stories of people coming to terms with
their sexuality on the other side of sex addiction, as well as couples
finding a new path to sexual trust and fulfillment - Helps to build the
four cornerstones of intimacy that are essential for healthy
relationships
How do you know if you have a cybersex problem? What do you do
about it if you do? Maybe someone you care about is struggling with
cybersex. This workbook builds on our experience in sexual
compulsivity to focus on the nuances of Internet sexual compulsivity.
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We break down the complex elements of treating cybersex problems
into the basic elements for the individual to address. We also highlight
issues unique to cybersex including topics such as: psychology of the
Internet, cybersex user categories, and understanding, assessing, and
managing your Internet use. The three of us represent over 50 years of
clinical and research work. One way to help determine if a behavior is
problematic is to take a self administered screening test. The Internet
Sex Screening Test (included in the workbook) has been taken by
thousands of individuals and can be used to help gauge how
problematic your online sexual behavior may be. People who exhibit
problematic sexual behavior on the Internet tend to fall into one of the
three groups: Discovery Group: those who have no previous problem
with online sex or any history of problematic sexual behavior.
Predisposed Group: those who have had their first out-of-control
sexual behavior on the Internet while obsessing over unacted-on
sexual fantasies and urges. Lifelong Sexually Compulsive Group: those
whose out-of-control sexual behavior on the Internet is part of an
ongoing and severe sexual behavior problem. Through this book, you
will have opportunities to examine your online sexual behaviors and
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assess the level of compulsiveness, address related treatment issues to
your cybersex behaviors, and develop plans to find sexual health in an
electronic world. We hope you find this workbook useful as you strive
to find sexual health in an electronic world. One of the major goals of
this workbook is to assist you in clarifying healthy sexual behavior,
both offline and online. We believe that in order to be healthy online,
sexually or otherwise, you must develop healthy sexuality offline as
well.
Private Thoughts provides more than just these women’s fantasies,
however. It combines new research with the advice of a seasoned sex
therapist. The result is an exciting contribution to the field of
sexuality. Drawing insights from Wendy’s research and advice from
her clinical experience as a sex therapist, the book gently guides
women to explore their own fantasy style and to recognize the origins
of their fantasies. It gives women permission to enjoy their fantasies
while also helping them to recognize how some fantasies may be
masking emotional pain, which could be detrimental to them and to
their relationships.
With tens of thousands of individuals addicted to pornography, Fortify:
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The Fighter's Guide to Overcoming Pornography Addiction is the most
complete and tested program to help teens and young adults overcome
the addiction and create habits that will enable them to be successful
in life.
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